The sickness of being disallowed: premonition and insight in the ‘artist’s
sketchbook’

Fig. 1 [Insert ‘1. 1983 The sickness’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 1983, ink on paper, 10cm x 15cm

How can insights from 1983 count as part of the research process for work made
and exhibited in 2017? The sickness of being disallowed (Gaffney 1983) offers an
example – a page constituting an emotional register made in 1983, saved at that
time as an attempt to hold onto a feeling. I would now argue that it evidences a
very important knowing in the moment, which is an essential part of the
sculpture I make as an experienced artist today.
Then
I remember a day in 1979. It was the end of my first year studying sculpture and
I had been away for the weekend. I had no anxieties about the world at large,
only about art and wanting to make art, and had hitchhiked with a friend from
London to Herne Bay and back. On the return journey two partied out,
backpacked young women were tipped out of a long, successful car ride into the
noisy, dirty, post Sunday morning market space formed by the junction of
Commercial Street, Commercial Road, Whitechapel Road and Lehman Street in
East London. This area is described now by a current travel guide as ‘full of noise,
colour and life…a palimpsest of culture’.1 However, then, on a Sunday afternoon,
this location was hot, dry, tired, worn, closed down and unpeopled. We stood on
roads and pavements littered in post carnival condition and somatised the
vehicular noise. Food packaging, plastic, random abandoned fruit, vegetables and
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used clothing formed a native tumbleweed. We needed to find fresh and flushing
water to restore our bodies and eventually spotted one discreet but open public
doorway, that of The Whitechapel Art Gallery. This immediately became our
oasis and curiously (although I didn’t know it then) it addressed my nascent
wonder about sculpture and ambition to be a sculptor.

So I first set eyes on the sculpture and drawings of Eva Hesse,2 an American
artist whose work I had never come across, as I stumbled in from an inner city
road intersection to use a public convenience. At that time Hesse’s works were
not the ageing, petrified conserved pieces that arrived in the Tate in 2002.3 They
were the fresh, fragile, hypnotic, disruptive, audience-grabbing presences we can
now only partially know through iconic photographs.4 They were delicate,
lightweight, twinkly, tactile, hard, soft, fleshy, shiny, and sometimes see-through.
They did not follow the line of logic of British sculpture that I was learning at
college with its heavy lexicon of object, gravity, space, carved, constructed or
modelled.5 The works on show possessed, within their material forms, an
embodiment of emotion and were free from the visual interference of
interpretive panels. I was with the works in a space in which viewers moved
slowly, stopping when and if, to simply gaze and take in each phenomenal form.
Every piece of work was redolent of bodily presence, and I immediately sensed
that this exhibition experience was special. It has continued to have a great
impact on me.

The exhibition occurred after Hesse’s death, yet the artist’s voice was present not only emerging from the materiality of the works, but also in the
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accompanying publication. The forward to the catalogue, written by Nicholas
Serota, states ‘it is through sculpture that a rare and fine sensibility continues to
communicate with us’.6 This claim, although true in many instances, slightly
misrepresents what sensibility means in the case of this artist. The statement
privileges the sculptural object and separates it from she who is creating it.7

Fourteen of the fifty-six pages that formed the publication were filled with
selections from the artist’s personal diaries and notebooks revealing her writings
on work and ideas about art. The reproduced pages were designed to replicate
the authentic layout, spelling and punctuation of the originals. Sensing her voice
through reading the catalogue, statements written by Hesse such as ‘It just
seems to me that the ‘personal’ in art if really trusted is the most valued quality
and what I want to find so much in and for myself’, 8 followed by the underlined
cry ‘only knowledge of the self is possible’ 9 resonated within my moment of
aesthetic encounter, and framed this happenstance. I still remember viewing the
tangle of latex rope and wire which makes up ‘Untitled 1969-70’ and the priapic
group of standing fiberglass and polythene forms that constitute ‘Untitled
1970’.10

Fig. 2 [Insert hesse 1 here]
Eva Hesse, Catalogue page Eva Hesse: Sculpture, paper, 42cm x 27cm, digital scan,
Whitechapel Art Gallery (Image courtesy of Whitechapel Art Gallery)
Fig. 3 [Insert hesse 2 here]
Eva Hesse, Catalogue page Eva Hesse: Sculpture, paper, 42cm x 27cm, digital scan,
Whitechapel Art Gallery (Image courtesy of Whitechapel Art Gallery)
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It was a body-to-body engagement. Both works hung before me and around me
on transparent strings, defying any truth to materials held dear in the UK
condition of sculpture.11 Hesse’s work introduced a paradoxical challenge where
her non - truth to materials presented a new idea – a truth to emotional honesty.
Eva Hesse wrote

In my inner soul art and life are inseparable….
[I] am interested in solving an unknown factor of art and an unknown
factor of life…in fact my idea now is to counteract everything I’ve ever
learned or been taught about those things - to find something that is
inevitable that is my life, my feeling, my thoughts.12

To me these words signal issues of gender, aspiration, seriousness, vulnerability
and, continuing Hesse’s own style of expression using ‘opposites’,13 certainty
about all that was uncertain. I propose that in this encounter there is a synergy of
exhibition and archive of antagonism, where the archive is Hesse’s written
papers expressing her contention with the depersonalization of art in the
examples she knew. This is an exemplar of the seamlessness between material
making and psychic life.

Personally written accounts of creative practice do include time-based
approaches that appear diaristic. Marion Milner’s early work, A Life Of One’s Own
(1934)14 published as her pseudonym Joanna Field, is an analysis of her own
moments of everyday life, a genuine experiment to record feelings and actions to
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explore her own psyche, herself. This work was the precursor to her ruminations
on painting where she used the creative act of that medium to research and
deepen her understanding of psychoanalysis.15 Anne Truitt’s Daybook: The
Journal of an Artist (1982)16 recounts her contemplations ‘reconciling the call of
creative work with the demands of daily life’.17 Truitt’s account is different in
tone from Milner’s, employing a more gentle, considered reportage, recording
her domestic responsibilities alongside the production of minimal art. She
presents questions about her artistic self embedded within a narrative of
recognizable life routines, and her prose interrupts the biographical myths of the
male artist.18 Both of these authors reflect extensively on, yet their writing partly
removes them from, the artistic process in play. Hesse’s writing, in the form I
engaged with it in 1979, exhibited a more urgent voice. When reading the
sentences, paragraphs, phrases and lists they do not flow together as a carefully
crafted single narrative. They read rather as a collection of exclamations, and
therefore, crucially, gave me permission to generate my own utterances in a
written form. To this day when I am making sculpture in my studio I am always
partnered by a book in which I am saving what I would perhaps call ‘scraps’ of
my unconscious.

Now
I think of these ‘scrap’ entries as ‘emotional registers’ or ‘feelings’, and they have
become part of my art practice, although not within exhibitions. From the
moment of encounter with Hesse at the Whitechapel, and afterwards in my acts
of writing-out-alongside-making, I have felt it is acceptable to gesture, converse
with myself, with the art I am making and with the art of the wider world. Citing
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these utterances as relevant in my practice might appear illogical as they were
not initially generated to be purposefully part of any process, but here I am
proposing that, in fact, they are crucial to art making. To put this in other terms,
after Hesse’s writings signalled for me an important role for psychic life as part
of an artistic practice, I understood that in my practice the way thoughts ran
through my mind19 could be as important when making sculpture as my hands
and eyes.

Fig.4 [Insert ‘2. 1980’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 1980, pencil, felt tip on paper, 18.5cm x 34cm

The pages I present here are taken from one of what would be called my artist’s
sketchbooks, compiled as part of my sculptural practice. History provides us
with models of seamless relationships between artists and their sketchbooks.
J.M.W. Turner’s are still available in monograph form in which ‘Each sketch is as
close to its actual size as possible; many are reproduced in four-color offset
lithography, so that they are extraordinarily faithful to the original work’,20 and
Pablo Picasso’s sketchbooks toured six countries in an exhibition titled Je suis le
cahier: the sketchbooks of Picasso (1986) .21 This exhibition presented ‘the legacy
by which we may decipher the process of Picasso’s creativity and understand the
cohesive totality of his lifework’.22 As viewers of it we are told ‘the sequence of
drawings within a given notebook is important to an understanding of the
creative process’.23 However these should be seen for their contemporary
relevance, and not a necessary template for future cultures. Current examples
include the collection Donald Rodney’s Sketchbooks (1983 - 1990) held by Tate
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where the artist ‘made a conscious decision to treat his sketchbooks as ongoing
works of art’24 and the notebooks of Helen Chadwick which survey her everyday
social world, as well as show her idea development, plans, diagrams and
measurements for her many well known works.25

Fig. 5 [Insert ‘10.2004 mantel double’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook double page saving words from Giving Up The Ghost by
Hilary Mantel (2003), 2004, ink, digital print on paper, 42cm x 29cm.

My own books do not fit into these models and have properties more in common
with ‘commonplace books’, compilations which became popular in early modern
Europe between the late 15th – 18th Centuries. Commonplace books are

A way to compile knowledge usually by writing information into books.
Such books are essentially scrapbooks filled with items of every kind:
recipes, quotes, letters, poems, tables of weights and measures, proverbs,
prayers, legal formulas.26

Newton’s Papers27 contain examples of commonplace books and in Elena
Ferrante’s recent Neapolitan Novels 28 readers followed the ‘very ordinary, dirty
notebooks’29 of the central character Lila. The author names them to be
zibaldone, Italian vernacular commonplace books dating from the fourteenth
century. In a similar way, I think of my books as a non-professionalized,
unfettered repository, formed as a self-reflexive rehearsal space for becoming a
woman artist, an identity I have maintained since 1977. However, I am not the
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first to adopt this way of working. The early notebooks of the artist,
choreographer and filmmaker Yvonne Rainer have been cited as an example of
how ‘sketchbooks operate as performative manifestations towards becoming an
artistic self’.30

Fig. 6 [Insert ‘3.2004 me’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook double page, 2004, ink biro, crayon on paper,
42cm x 29cm

Typically, as in Figure 1, entries sit on pages simply stored and waiting to be
employed in future work: a swatch of colour, a brushstroke or a cartoon. The
pages are packed within the leaves of books which hold fragments of material
textures, thumbnail sketches, visual representations of sculpture I may never
make, many to do lists, and, most significantly for my contribution to this issue,
written personal insights. As with commonplace books these were never made
for public inspection or publication. I believe I have consolidated them as an
outcome of the process of learning to become a sculptor and my example is now
a record made within the 1980s feminist framework that put such an emphasis
on the concept of woman as other.31

Fig. 7 [Insert ’12.2004 curtains’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook double page saving words from Giving Up The Ghost by
Hilary Mantel (2003), 2004, ink, graphite on paper, 42cm x 29cm.
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My personal, feminist, project of social and cultural emancipation can be traced
back precisely to my sketchbook-based repository. Confronted with research
conditions set by universities, which Patti Lather characterizses as ‘a dinosaur
culture of master narratives’,32 I want to suspend the temporal limitations set by
institutional culture in the UK, and their insistence on objective and measurable
criteria, and claim the subjective registers as constitutive of validity in my own
artistic research. With this attitude, how can the way of working I describe and
undertake in my studio be recognized as part of today’s ‘systematic investigation
into and study of materials and sources to establish facts, reaching new
conclusions’?33 How and in what way can this way of working (or these pages)
evidence what would now be called artistic research? Can I qualify these
subjective registers, across time, just described, to measure the progress of
learning to be an artist? This is the scene of my own antagonism towards the
difference I observe between the reception of artists’ insights in the public realm
and the conditions set to justify such in academia. 34 This is carried forward from
my encounter with Hesse to now, and it is resonant with the words of the
feminist educationalist Penny Jane Burke who states:

Knowledge that is legitimized by universities is often constructed as large
– scale, attached to quantitative methods, objective and value free. It is
often characterized as detached from the personal and political, although
feminist theorists have argued that ‘Knowledge is always situated and
tied to wider power relations that are classed, gendered and racialized’. 35
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Therefore I look to Lather’s aspiration ‘toward opening up our privileged spaces
in the production of a politics of difference that recognizes paradox, complicity
and complexity’.36 I believe her work to free validity from being a fixed dominant
‘limit question’37 is useful to artistic practice, including mine, in which the subject
engages reflexively in a search for meaning constructed both by others and her
selves.

Fig.8 [Insert ‘5.198284 I remember’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook double page, 1982-4, ink, pencil on paper, 15cm x
20cm

Lather believes ‘strongly that in our action is our knowing’.38 I came of age
artistically within a culture now historicized as British Sculpture39 in which there
was a collective desire to redefine what sculpture was and could be in the late
twentieth century. In essence being part of this encouraged sculptors to create
their own criteria for validity. If, as Lather says, ‘our invested positionality
shapes our rhetoric and practice’,40 it is crucial to explore ways in which these
registers are still active and have value now as I work as a sculptor,
acknowledging their formation within British Sculpture and its post practices,
where the question of gendered subjectivity is not a condition.41

Fig. 9 [Insert ‘7.1991 no genitalia’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 1991, ink on paper, 25cm x 9cm
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On reflection when looking at the pages of my books, I now see that my saved
emotional registers are of two different types.

Fig. 10 [Insert ‘6.2001 Steedman’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page saving words from ‘Landscape for a Good Woman’
by Carolyn Steedman (1986), 2001, ink on paper, 21cm x 29.5cm

The first type of emotional register can be thought of as a collection of scaffold
pieces, piled up to help me reach a sort of respectability. Respectability is ‘usually
the concern of those who are not seen to have it’, as the sociologist Beverley
Skeggs concludes.42 Skeggs’ research is about attaining respectability in terms of
the norms of social class. My own frame of respectability is the canon of British
Sculpture. The saved scaffolds assemble and I hoard them to help me make
strategy to intervene in territories, find form for expressing anger, assert my
demand for recognition and the acceptance of a different voice within this canon.

Fig. 11 [Insert ‘4.1984 self’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 1984, pencil on paper, 15.5cm x 21.5cm

The second type of emotional register is that which I call knowing in the moment
and records premonition, insight, emotion and feeling. This knowing in the
moment to which I refer is a fleetingly glimpsed mental image or thought I would
like to express through sculpture, but can neither configure nor facilitate at the
time. This differs from other formulations on knowing in art, such as Rebecca
Fortnum’s propositions in the recent essay Creative Accounting: not knowing in
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talking and making (2013).43 Fortnum acknowledges ‘not knowing’ as a much
used term by artists and she researches ‘from primary sources, using the words
of artists to examine moments in an art practice when artists negotiate their own
knowledge’.44 She focuses upon descriptions of artists’ processes to create and
contrive states of ‘not knowing’. My interest in her idea is contextualized by a
heritage that can be identified within the history of art school teaching in Britain.
Models such as Basic Design45 are still used as contemporary reference points in
studio practice teaching, predominantly at elementary diagnostic stages.
Fortnum searches out shared commonality where ‘artists want to encounter, in
their final work, something that does not feel known to them’46 and presents this
as an outcome each has sought through a strategy. Such strategies may involve
changing medium in order to suspend conscious deliberations, or ways to
displace the artist from the centre of events. 47 Such an argument relies on ‘a
Eureka moment’48 that reinforces the idea of finding knowledge as the result of
process. My temporally bound state of knowing in the moment is only legible as
part of process by viewing it retrospectively. When I first write down a scrap (an
emotional register) it has more to do with what I am certain of at that time, and
should be thought of as a form of knowing before-I-can-do, or thinking-in-frontof-making. I can only begin to claim relevance for these entries in 2017 (or much
later) after a long personal practice of searching through the books to retrieve
remembered items whilst engaging in making sculpture. Therefore the material
to which I am referring to can be thought of using the term pre-process.49

Psychoanalytic concepts have allowed feminists to rethink the art practices
which we, even now, are continually working to reshape, and are an integral part
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of my personal ‘perspective’50. In order to express in this way I am drawing on
the idea of artistic research as ‘a context-aware and historical process that works
inside-in, beginning and ending with acts committed within an artistic
practice’ 51. Central to this ideal for artistic research, done inside practice, is the
issue of the researcher’s perspective which can be put simply as ‘who is the one
doing things’,52 to acknowledge that this stance ‘alternates and changes
positioning of articulation within the given practice’.53 As a feminist I now
overtly claim the self as the subject of the sculpture I make, an approach I
struggled to make have universal interest as a young sculptor. This self as subject
is not some sort of uncontrollable oozing of expression through art materials. In
my current works that I call photoworks (figs. 12 & 13), I employ my own
strategy to ensure this does not occur, and begin making the sculpture using
analytical drawing and measuring methods to interrogate a family photograph of
myself as a child. The photograph provides me with a register of classed and
gendered subjectivity, situation, place and an internalized knowledge, which I
source as I use the data extracted from the image, to model in wax and distill the
form of the child I remember being in that moment of time. This is how, bringing
forward an analysis of my self within the sculpture, I use my own agency and
lived experience alongside and within my material manipulations.

Fig. 12 [Insert ‘treesphoenixpk018 copy’ here]
Family photograph, Phoenix Park 30th August 1966, 9cm x 11.5cm
(Sheila Gaffney second from left)
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Fig. 13 [Insert ‘GAFFNEY IMG copy’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, These at least were things she could remember, 2015, bronze,
3cm x 3cm x 12cm.

Alongside this I life write54 through my process of making to give insight to my
own form of what I propose is ‘inside-in’ methodology. In other words, when
writing through my work I attempt to both articulate and extrapolate what I call
my ‘thought position’55 in sculpture. To do this I have looked to Object Relations
Theory as developed by Melanie Klein and Donald Winnicott. Object Relations
Theory is a model of the mind that proposes ‘an internal world or theatre in
which various characters play their parts’.56 I suggest this framework helps us to
understand how to model the internalized and mental complexity of the maker
in the moment of making that had no place in the teaching of sculpture from
which I learnt as a young student.

The framework of Object Relations Theory ‘places the human being in a dual
world of external and internal relationship’ and the inner world of the person is
‘a changing dynamic process’.57 Christopher Bollas expands this strand of ‘the
illusion that is psychoanalysis’58 by proposing the idea of the transformational
object,59 which defines the psychoanalytical idea of the early experience of the
Mother60 not as an object but as a process, and such process continues into adult
life altering self experience. When I first read this book, which is a theory of
psychoanalysis, I experienced it as a description of my own knowledge of
creative making and the culture in which I learned. I saw a parallel between my
experience of becoming a sculptor and Bollas’ descriptions of how we move from
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wordless transformational experiences to finding language to articulate
experience. The usefulness for the creative artist lies within the written depiction
of the inner relationships and processes we call the psyche. Bollas’ ideas can be
applied directly to the emotional registers on the pages of my sketchbooks.
Bollas writes ‘It is an ordinary feature of our mental life to engage in sub-vocal
conversations with oneself’,61 telling us that ‘much of psychoanalysis is about the
nature of intrasubjective relations to the self as object’ 62 and ‘this constant
objectification of the self for purposes of thinking is commonplace’. 63 I recognise
my ‘scrap’ habits in these descriptions and liken my emotional register to an
‘intrasubjective utterance’. Furthermore, the concept of ‘the unthought known’
as an idea, ‘to stand for that which is known but has not yet been thought, if by
thought it is understood that we mean that which has been mentally processed
accurately’ is helpful to further understand the pre-process relationship of the
emotional registers to the sculpture I make now. 64 Bollas describes his own
notebook culture as an act where:

I enter the idea in my notebook without straining to push myself beyond
what I know exactly at that moment…[A]lthough I am working on an idea
without knowing exactly what I think, I am engaged in thinking an idea
struggling to have me think it.65

Fig. 14 [Insert ‘8.1992 page 2’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 1992, ink on paper, 25cm x 9cm
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In this context my journal pages evidence my lived experience as ‘unthought
knowns’ captured on the page. My own utterances, and the words of the writers I
have read and saved, clearly together articulate something like Bollas’ unthought
known. I believe my own words and images in the pages of the books are the
result of an impulsive grab to capture such in scripto-visual form and when
sourced or used become that which is known. With every touch of the wax
surfaces I form in the modelling process to create my sculpture, I am processing
these registers both mentally and somatically to become thought.

Fig. 15 [Insert ’11.2004 witness’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page, 2004, ink, digital print on paper, 42cm x 29cm.

Through the ideas of Christopher Bollas I have found a way to articulate the
relationship between the sculptural work I exhibit in the public realm and the
pre-process emotional registers generated in my commonplacing. Currently I use
the idea of the intrasubjective utterance to map through and within the culture
that was teaching sculpture in Britain in the late twentieth century 66 and
demonstrate the psychic frame at play as an integral element of the sculptural
imaginary.67

Drawing on these theorists is itself an attempt to qualify my post-Hesse practice
in sculpture, and also is a way to raise questions about the human relationship
with making and thinking through psychoanalytical terms as a process. In effect
I’m proposing my archive of commonplace books contributes to a paradigmafter-Bollas, and as such it mirrors the problematic at the core of Lather’s
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demand for ‘a site that “gives to be seen” the unthought in our thought’.68 I am
conscious that I am coupling the Foucauldian thinking of Lather with
psychoanalytical thought of Bollas, which in an academic context may seem
incongruous. It is not uncommon for artists to bring seemingly incompatible
ideas together in the material practice of making, and therefore the inside-in
artistic researcher may not perform a straightforward logic in what they call
their process.69

The ‘scandalous categories’ of validity that Lather proposes, citing Foucault’s
question ‘How we might “ ‘inhabit’ those moments of ‘actuality’ in which we are
becoming something else than what our history has constructed us to be” 70 are
essential for allowing such a feminist project to move further into speakability.
The emotional registers I have saved in sketchbook mode are now an addition to
the artistic vocabulary, ready to be articulated. Furthermore they can be treated
as information in this watchful, reflective, self - aware generating of knowledge
which is a crucial part of my identity as a sculptor. As Lather says ‘There is much
in my performance as a researcher I cannot reach, much that eludes the logic of
the self-present subject.’71

Fig 16 [Insert ‘9.198284 faulknerquote’ here]
Sheila Gaffney, sketchbook page saving words from As I Lay Dying by William
Faulkner (1930), 1982-84, ink on paper, 15cm x 20cm

In my inside-in research project, which draws upon and sources inner states of
mind, I am anticipating a problem to demonstrate some criteria for validity other
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than self reflection and comparisons with relevant and significant examples
found in other artists’ work. Using Lather’s imagined checklist for Ironic Validity
my emotional registers foreground what she calls the insufficiencies of language.
The emotional registers resist, due to their relation with a moment in time
(Lather’s) ‘the hold of the real’72 and gesture ‘towards the problematics of
representation’.73 The accumulated book contents are now ‘the generation of
research practices that take the crisis of representation into account’.74
Encouraged by Lather’s work I propose the psychoanalytical framework outlined
to position these scraps as part of what we call thinking and being. What I am
doing in this is creating an objective relationship between myself as maker,
inquirer and subject ‘to make the familiar strange and see things through critical
eyes’.75

Lather’s Ironic Validity is a gift to the problem for creative work such as mine in
an institutionalized research project, but the work itself is also a gift to Ironic
Validity. My journal entries perform similar theoretical moves if they were
made, for example, into a research training video, resembling Pixar’s recent
animated feature Inside Out (2015),76 inspired by Robert Plutchik’s
Psychoevolutionary Theory Of Basic Emotions.77 In my imagined video the
characters on the pages could model and perform the ironic parts of Lather’s
transgressive checklist acting out the insufficiencies of language, the production
of meaning effects, producing truth as a problem and resisting the hold of the
real.
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Lather’s own ‘seeming obsession with the topic of validity’ 78 from her position as
a feminist offers a space in which I can valorize these essential scraps of me. I
aspire to valorize rather than characterise them as merely plausible to my
academic peers because I would like to see the feminist project in which I have
participated and shared here become a normative model for the future of art as
research, and receive recognition as such. Certainly, my sketchbooks contain
premonitions rather than knowledge, and these insights preempt a future stage
in the process of making, rather than perform a past knowledge that is already
known by others. In my current, ‘mature’ practice I work with Lather’s welcome
intervention for the feminist into artistic research. Her aim of ‘developing
inquiry-approaches …that move us toward ways of knowing which interrupt
relations of dominance and subordination’79 enables the inclusion of emotional
registers in my research practice.

Many years later, all the registers of Hesse, such as written utterances, drawings
and sculpture, are now recognised as one opus . It could be argued therefore that
feelings are now facts in any ongoing examinations of Hesse.80 However, after
forty years of feminist interrogation which has tried to address the gendered
historical understanding of language and the problem between feeling and fact,81
it is still difficult for feminist artistic researchers to present an art practice in its
entirety, which may include private and personal disclosure, when making
original contributions to knowledge.82 Artistic researchers require opportunities
in which to claim voice-positions while they are alive, and not wait for
posthumous archival discovery. New tools are needed to do this. Lather’s work
offers a necessary and appropriate apparatus, which will work within an ‘inside
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– in’ methodology, to meet the contemporary lust for scrutiny, audit and
legitimization which can be read off current institutional conditions in the UK
higher educational sector. In addition, her work offers a release from what I
once, a long time ago, imagined myself to be suffering from - the sickness of
being disallowed.
Google. “Brick lane.” Lonely Planet. Accessed May 21, 2017.
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/england/london/attractions/brick-lane/a/poisig/372035/358914.
2 The exhibition I am referring to is: Eva Hesse: Sculpture, Whitechapel Art Gallery, London. 4
may-17 June 1979
3 The exhibition I am referring to here is: Eva Hesse, Tate Modern, 13 November 2002 – 9 March
2003.
4 The deterioration of Hesse’s work due to her use of experimental materials is well documented
so much so that it now foregrounds the Tate Teacher and Group Leader’s Kit (Tate, 2003). The
iconic photographs I refer to feature in many publications and originate in her New York studio
and exhibitions. For examples see Lucy Lippard, Eva Hesse (New York: New York University
Press, 1976).
5 I report this from my own lived experience but the culture is evidenced in publications of the
period. See: William Tucker, The Language of Sculpture (London: Thames and Hudson Ltd., 1974)
and William Tucker, The Condition of Sculpture: A selection of recent sculpture by younger British
and foreign artists (London: Arts Council of Great Britain, 1975). It is further verified in Phyllida
Barlow’s first person accounts of learning UK sculpture in
Mark Godfrey and Jon Wood, Objects for…and other things: Phyllida Barlow (London: Black Dog
Publishing Limited, 2004).
6 Nicholas Serota, ed. Eva Hesse: Sculpture; 1936-1970. (London: Trustees of the Whitechapel Art
Gallery, 1979), 3.
7 This separating the work from the diaries is in fact a position that has been revisited by
feminist readings of Hesse in the twenty first century. Anne Wagner states her mistrust of how
these writings may have had a reductive and detrimental effect on the way in which Hesse’s work
can be understood within the history of art. See: Anne M. Wagner, “Another Hesse”, in Eva Hesse,
ed. Mignon Nixon, (USA: M.I.T. press, 2002), 97, and Griselda Pollock and Vanessa Corby,
Encountering Eva Hesse (Munich: Prestel, 2006). However in narrating my encounter with the
artwork and diary extracts I propose that there is a particular relevance to my own learning to
make sculpture in Britain.
8 Whitechapel, Eva Hesse, 12, [Kettwig, Germany/19 June 1964].
9 Ibid., [undated], 18.
10 For both of these works I am using the references as they are in the catalogue I purchased that
day. I note now that both titles of works and materials are presented differently.
11 Truth to materials is a phrase describing a school of thought which believes the innate quality
of the material used is a determining value in the making of the sculpture, so that ‘the artist must
be true to his materials: [s]he must respect intrinsic qualities of the medium so that the viewer
will be aware of the appropriateness of the image to the substance that has given it form’. Albert
E. Elsen, Origins of Modern Sculpture: Pioneers and Premises (Oxford: Phaidon, 1974), 120. Elsen
attributes this influence in sculpture in Europe and USA to Aristide Maillol, Constantin Brancusi
and Jacob Epstein. This value in British Sculpture is often attributed to Henry Moore, and has
remained a discussed tenet in the art school teaching I experienced (see also Phyllida Barlow’s
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